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Background

Interpretations of populism, (extreme) right wing politics, racism, 

xenophobia, identity politics and nationalism (`sovereignty` -

`taking back control`)

Populism is a product of democracy in a more complex world 

(either of `too much`: /Sullivan>social media/; or of `too little`: 

Michael Lind > technocrats) – as it relies on taking power through 

democratic elections, addressing people`s justified or perceived 

grievances, but misusing these for their own power grabbing 

interest in a cynical way without offering policy solutions

Populists claim to embody the pure voice of the people

Illiberal democracy (“democracy without rights” – HU, PL, TR) vs 

undemocratic liberalism („rights without democracy“ e.g: EU crisis 

management, technocratic rule, `TINA`) - Yascha Mounk)
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Background

Mounk identifies three long-term global factors: the stagnation of 

average living standards and fears to fall behind (rise of 

inequality), the “slow transformation” of mono-ethnic countries 

into multi-ethnic ones, and the rise of social media

Concrete circumstances might differ but these three all play a role

(in different forms and extent) in concrete manifestations of 

populists power: in HU, PL, AT, IT, Trump`s US and post-Brexit 

vote UK, as well)

The traditional classification of the European extreme right parties 

and movements used the following distinctions:

For Western Europe:

- Traditional (neo-nazi) extreme right: National British Party 

(NBT), German NPD, English Defense Ligue (stayed at the 

violent margins of politics and question democracy);
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Background

- new extreme right (Western Europe): xenophobic, main 

concern immigration (in particular Islam), reject traditional 

parties, but does not question the fundaments of democracy: 

Front National, Vlaamse Belang, Sweden Democrats, FPO in 

Austria.

- Neoliberal populist right: n-va (B), Lega Nord (IT), PVV (NL), 

Progress Party (N), True Finns (FI), AfD (DE), neoliberal, 

liberal social values, Eurosceptic, xenophobic, but denial of 

antisemitism – having a meaningful role in elections, playing 

on and fomenting fears in society without offering political 

solutions and comprehensive programs > shifting mainstream 

parties also to the right (involved also in governig coalitions)
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Background

Central Eastern Europe:

- Populist right builds on an ethnicist concept, identity politics, 

historical territorial revisionism, myths of victimisation (also ex-

YU), lately sovereignty (whose sovereinty? Claim for the people, 

but actually meant for the `strongmen`s unquestioned authority) 

Hungary a unique case with a high degree of contagion 

In the EU (and the `West`) beside PiS in Poland, the only 

populist autoritarian formation in full and stable power position

While (sofar) acknowledging democratic elections, they 

systematically undermine democratic institutions and move 

towards power structures seen in Erdogan`s Turkey and Putin`s 

Russia 
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Background

Populist strongmen can be based on conviction and believe in 

what they say or act, Orban (and some others..) are deeply 

cynical and use ideology purely as an instrument to grab and 

hold power. In the last 30 years he (and his party) moved from 

democratic liberal radical opposition (Orban and his core-group 

are constitutional lawyers) to christian democratic, civic 

conservativism (his first term 1998-2002), then leftist national 

populism during the opposition years, from 2010 (on power with 

qualified majority) authoritarian right wing nationalistic populism 

with a mix a left and neoliberal agendas in economic policy

From 2015 his focus became `illegal immigration` and 

Euroscepticism. He sees himself as a savior of Europe from an 

`islam invasion`..
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Background

Hungary: a fertile soil for populism

- Long history of foreign domination 

- Modernisition and capitalism driven by „foreign“ elites in the 

19th century (Jewish and German)

- After 1989: transformation achievements much behind (too 

high) expectations (still having had a comparably good life 

under „Gulash communism“)

- General dissatisfaction was aggravated by the crisis and 

austerity (2006-2009) and Orban (as opposition leader) was 

capitalising on it (actively fomenting fears and dissatisfaction 

+ making irresponsable promises in the 2010 election 

campaign)  
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Hungary transformation

Market transformation in the 1990-s was driven by foreign 

capital, in form of FDI

Hungary has one of the highest shares of foreign investment 

(100% of GDP), foreign firms: 40% of GDP, 80% of exports

Dual economy: foreign and domestic (huge gap)

After 1990 20% of the employed fell out of the labour market 

(most from the Roma polulation)

Currently 30% of the population below poverty line

High inequality, with a high share of „losers“ and perceived 

„losers“
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Austerity

Hungary was the first country in Europe hit by austerity:

2001-2006: state overspending driven by unfulfilled expectations 

of the population (welfare through credits)

Orban as opposition leader started with populism by demanding 

even more spending, initiating referenda on rolling back a health 

care reform and then about granting citizenship to ethnic 

Hungarians in neighbouring countries

2006: budget deficit at 9% of GDP followed by first austerity 

package at the pressure of EU Comm, (only Greece had higher 

fiscal compression in one year)

After two austerity packages came the crisis in 2009

Hungary beside Iceland: the first IMF-EU bailout (2008) with 

strict conditionality 
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Emergence of populism led by Orban

The claim by Viktor Orban before the 2010 elections was:

- `No austerity`, renegotiate IMF deal, kick out the IMF, 

protect „Hungarians“ from the outside shockwaves

- Blame post-communist neoliberal, corrupt elite that was 

serving foreigners and the EU

- Foreign capital as „enemy“

- Create a „we“ feeling, but reserves the right to define „we“

- All others are enemy; thinks in terms of `zero sum game` (as 

Trump

- „Strong leader“, charismatic demagogue

- 2010, 2014 and 2018 elections: with majority vote with 

constitutional majority of mandates
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Orban`s Populism

This is a different category, hard to classify, still it has most 

elements from left and right populism:

- Populism just a tool: no inherent ideology: anti-communism; 

catholicism, identity politics (being Hungarian as a `virtue`) 

nationalism (revisionism), xenophobia – one can easily 

replace the other: catholic appeal and revisionism is the past, 

since 2015 the focus is on migration (avert Muslim invasion) 

and protecting `sovereinty /HIS OWN/ from an `undemocratic` 

and `overstreched` EU

- Responds to fears of a large part of the population

- `Anti-elitist` (post-communist elite, foreigners, EU)
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A strategy for power-grab and consolidation 

The aim is to build up a hegemonic power structure, a power 

structure for the long run, create an „own“ elite

autoritarian rule (within his party, within the whole country)

The EU is an obstacle for that

Policy content: a weird mix of left and right policy elements

„Unorthodox“ economic policy, „unortodox“ interpretation of 

democracy

But all this by the authorisation of the „people“, they have been 

mandated to execute the will of the people

Prefers manupulative public consultations and referenda

Talks about a new "social contract" and a "system of national 

unity“ (he calls his regime: `system of national co-operation`) 

No compromise, no (democratic) hurdle (BUT the EU is one..)
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Right wing values

If there is an obstacle in way, he dismantles it (e.g. Constitutional 

Court, Independent Jurisdiction, (2012-2014), hollowing out social 

dialogue, dismantling civil society (2018) 

Traditional values: catholicism, family, nation (as core elements of 

a „community building“)

Protection, security, strong police (Draconian Penal Code)

Play the „racist card“ in a hidden way (much of Penal Code 

changes, the way family support, education is organised –

support the „Hungarian, catholic middle“ and intends to put 

pressure on „Roma population“ (in order to arrtact voters from far 

right „Jobbik“)
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Right wing (neoliberal) policy elements

Economic policy:

tight fiscal policy, but deny „austerity“ 

They keep 3% budget deficit and a goal of decreasing debt

But methods for this are „unortodox“, ad-hoc, intransparent and 

voluntaristic with a lot of leftist elements

Flat personal income tax: benefit the middle-upper classes 

(defined as own clientele), discrimates the poor

Social policy: redistribution from the bottom to the top (bottom 

30% of population written off) but as `compensation` identity 

politics is on offer, creating fear: migration threat; flood of aliens 

with different culture – creating enemies (EU, migrants, foreign 

NGO-s) against whom he is the one who can protect
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Neoliberal labour market policy

Orban’s view on ‘what’s wrong with Europe’. One of his main 

doctrines is the `decline of the West` (shared with Steve Bannon 

and Alexander Dugin /Putin`s ideologue/)

‘Europe’s problem is the oversized welfare state’. ‘Europe has a 

fundamental competitiveness problem’ (debt and deficit) 

The way ahead is ‘work-fare’ society. In HU they cut back those 

‘entitlement expectations’ that were widespread in society:

Hungary: Most flexible labour force (a Labour Law with the 

philosophy:. Minimum employee rights, no trade union power); 

unemployment benefit limited to 3 months!!

Forced work (in terms of the public work scheme) – his way of 

employment creation
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Labour Code

Curbing union rights, limit the right of strike, dismantling social

dialogue

• Reduction of shift work and overtime allowances

• Cutting of holiday entitlement

• Termination of employment protection for mothers on maternity 

leave and older workers

• Obligation for employees to pay a security deposit if they handle 

money and full liability for any damages 

• Restriction of the right to severance pay after termination by the 

employer

• Employers’ right to pass on employees’ personal data without 

their consent to third parties

Workers’ representation by trade unions restricted. Workers no 

longer be able to be represented by unions in courts.
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Left wing policy elements

Nationalised private pension funds (they seized funds of value 

up to 10% of GDP!!) – for budget and debt consolidation

Tax the multinationals, take their profits and give to the people 

(Robin Hood mentality) – sectoral taxes to fix budget holes

Anti-bank attitudes: huge tax burden imposed on banks, + the 

obligation to convert foreign exchange credits into national 

currency at a set exchange rate 

Anti-capitalist, anti-Europe rhetoric

Freedom fight against „Europe“ – in the context of EU criticism 

for undermining democracy and basic European values

Imposed cuts in energy price (in form of a price dictate on 

utilities dominated by multinationals)
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Illiberal democracy: Undermining democratic institutions

While he came to power through democratic elections, the 

objective is to establish a hegemonic, authoritarian rule 

Undermining democratic values, deconstruct democratic 

institutions, get rid of checks and balances – limit media freedom 

and civil society, manipulating and tailoring election law to his own 

favour (more and more democratic elections become a fassade).

Build up a new clientele `national burgeoisie`

`Illibaral democracy` is just the tool in building up hegemonic 

autoritarian rule (model Putin and Erdogan, but with softer tools –

no outright breach of personal freedom, no political prisoners..)  

The European Union is a major obstacle along this way

Criticism, pressure by the EU is turned into „an attack on 

Hungarians“ (not a criticism of the government) and he appears as 

one who defends Hungarians from the attack 
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Since 2015: Migration in focus

Migration from the Middle-East and Africa is now main danger 

and the EU is its facilitator (he was the first politician in the EU 

to recognize the significance of the issue for public opinion –

already in early 2015 before the historic refugee wave)

This is the most „successful“ element of his policy in the last 

period, in particular the objection of the EU quota proposal

(they were losing ground in opinion polls before, were under 

pressure due to pervasive state corruption, but gained back 

support with fearmongering..)  
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Euroscepticism: again, changing focus in opportunistic 

way: earlier austerity policies, since 2015 migration policy 

Orban now call the EU a `toothless lion` but the necessary 

tougher policies (Article 7 procedure) can provoke a nationalist 

backlash.  Such a reaction can also be expected if `economic 

sanctions` would be applied. The next MFF considers 

conditionalities for EU Cohesion Funds.. Question, what weighs 

more, further anti-European sentiments that such moves could 

generate, or the long-term damage to the EU's image and 

credibility, if nothing is being done.
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Europe's inability to cope with the challenge

What happened sofar: symbolic measures from the EU with 

symbolic corrections by Orban, but the essence remained the 

same: a triumph for Orban, he even gained more popularity in 

the role of a „freedom fighter“ against intervention from 

Europe.

A bad precedent for the whole of Europe and Orban` doctrine 

is spreading to other parts of Europe..

Orban used to be a marginal figure in the EU, but now he has 

allies not only in Poland and Czechia, but lately in Austria 

(Kurz, Stacher), and Italy (Salvini), also sympathisers in 

Bavaria`s CSU, e.g Seehofer who is German federal interior 

minister).


